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We diligently created PowerPoints
Students seemed unengaged
Time spent on PowerPoints left little time for
application
li i
Two tests and final paper created little room
for feedback loop
End of semester evaluations: “I never read
the textbook”
textbook



Team-Based Learning (TBL) supports:

Students doing readings before class
Cover main points through tests
Discuss items they miss on tests
Content gets covered
Active learning through application
Team members accountable to self and team
through midterm and final evaluations
◦ Faculty provide rapid feedback and scaffolding of
assignments
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

As Individuals
Tests
Ethical dilemma brief
assignment
Empirical article brief
assignment
g
Short literature
review paper

As Teams
Tests
Nine brief
assignments to
help with research
project
Complete research
project
Research paper
Poster presentation

Legislative process exercise, to help students understand
the process of coalition building for passing legislation.
Points are awarded for various steps of the process.
Steps to legislative process exercise:
 Each team selects one “ leader
leader”
 Each team drafts a “bill” to be heard – based on team
policy
p
yp
project
j
 propose a “bill” to be considered by the class
 Teams build a coalition for their leader
l
h
ld an election
l
ffor “l
d ”
 Class
holds
“leader”
 Leader decides which “bill” is heard
 Class holds hearing on bill

1.
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p students hampered
p
Aren’t top
by teammates?
Don’tt less-prepared students
Don
get a free ride?
W ’ quiet
Won’t
i students
d
b
be
ignored?

1. No, not in Michaelsen’s research – team outperforms

individual 99% of the time, over 6000 students in over
1000 teams
2. The midterm and final evaluations help keep
students motivated.
motivated Students who are less
less-prepared
prepared
for college can see study skills demonstrated; are
more engaged through the team discussion than
th
through
h a lecture
l t
3. Quiet students have more of a voice because often
their answers and others find their answers
they
y give
g
were right. Co-regulation of the team is part of the
learning for students.







Strengths
Students have different
learning styles
Students learn best
when they are engaged
and reflective
Works in large classes
as well as in small
Learning about
teamwork is important
lesson (Bonwell & Eison,1991).









Challenges
Students are initially
skeptical
Stronger students fear
doing all the work
A lot of instructor time
is taken up in
designing frequent
exams
Keeping track of so
many
y exams and
assignments is
daunting
Empowered students
are … empowered!
d!





Show the research on the value of TBL
Use midterm and final peer evaluation
Special team exam scratch-off sheets can be
used for instant exam feedback (contact The Center
for Teaching & Learning to obtain)





Each team has own folder with individual
envelopes for each student
Use Excel sheets in envelopes for students to
record individual grades
g
Remind ourselves that students who argue
about exam questions are engaging with the
material





Social work research class is positivistic,
there
are “right
h
“ i h and
d wrong”” answers,
students must learn the scientific method
for use in future classes
Social work policy class is constructivist,
often there is no one right answer and
multiple viewpoints are encouraged

Which of the following statements best captures
what John McWhorter believes about the state of
race relations in the US?
A. Racism exists, but is not the main issue facing
minority
i
it groups.
B. Achieving complete racial equality is not possible,
thus talking about race is not productive.
C. There are practical “hands on” solutions to
problems that are more important than crusading
y is not fair.
about the fact that society
D. Lynching is part of our history and we have a
black president, so there is no need to talk about
race.
race








Students seemed more engaged
Classroom felt more lively
Struggling students gained support
Quiet students learned to express their
knowledge
Prepared students learned through teaching
their peers







Students appeared to apply concepts well
Students learned to value diverse opinions
Students learned to build communities of
practice
i
Student evaluations highly positive about
Team Based Learning
Team-Based

No one said they didn’t do the readings! Examples:






“I think group work is beneficial because it allows
us to prepare for real jobs.”
“The
The [tests] actually helped me keep up with the
reading.”
“At first I hated the [tests], but after awhile I started
noticing
g that I was getting
g
g better at them and that
it strongly encouraged me to read all my assigned
readings.”
“I think the team tests were extremely beneficial
b
l d
k you retain
i
because not only
does iit make
information from the readings, it challenges you
and makes you discuss.”









Michaelsen finds teams outperform
individuals vast majority of the time
Michaelsen finds students are more
accountable
t bl and
d llearn valuable
l bl tteam-work
k
skills
Koles et al.
al find that medical students in
TBL significantly outperform others on
exams
Koles et al. find that lower-performing
students benefit more from TBL

